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Definition of Symbols
Manual Definitions
Throughout this manual different type fonts and icons are used to aid user readability and
understanding of the content. Below are some examples.
Standard Text
Bold Face Text
NOTE

Used for regular information.
Emphasizes a word or phrase.
SETS APART SPECIAL INFORMATION OR IMPORTANT
INSTRUCTION CLARIFICATION.

Warnings and Cautions
Warnings/Cautions: This symbol is intended to alert the user to the presence of
important operating, maintenance or servicing instructions. Disregarding a
warning could result in patient and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment.
Electrical Shock Hazard Warning: This symbol is intended to alert the user to
the presence of electrical shock hazards. It is important to follow all instructions
and special procedures to avoid electrical shock to the operator, care provider
and/or patient.
Pinch Point Hazard Warning: This symbol is intended to alert the user to the
presence of a potential pinch point hazard. It is important to follow all
instructions and special procedures to avoid patient and/or user injury as well as
damage to equipment.
Model
Information

Battery
Specification

Serial Number

Manufacturer
Information

Mode of
Operation

Fuse
Specifications

Unit Grounding
Specifications Type B
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The hazards and warnings are indicated on the shipping container by these labels.

WARNING:The lift is to be used in accordance with each facility’s policies and
procedures.
For user and patient safety, read and follow all warnings and instructions that apply to use of the
SW Bari Lift & Transfer™. Before using this lift, the user must know what to do to ensure
safety.
Put the patient at ease. The care provider should communicate with the patient by telling them
what they are planning to do.
Work with the patient’s doctor, nurse or therapist to learn safe methods best suited to the care
provider’s abilities and those of the patient.
Always use good posture and proper body mechanics. When possible use assistive safe patient
handling devices, if necessary to manually lift or support the patient, bend knees slightly and
keep back as upright and straight as possible.
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Important Safety Instructions

 The lift is to be used in accordance with each facility’s policies and procedures.
Specifications
 Exceeding the weight capacity and/or working load listed in the specifications could
result in patient or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Unpacking and Set-Up Instructions
 Failure to follow the set-up instructions could result in patient or user injury as well as
damage to equipment or other property.
Operating Instructions
 Failure to heed the warnings pertaining to the operation of the lift could result in patient
and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
 Never work under the lift while it is in operation.
 Casters will move/roll when the lift is articulating into various positions. Stand clear of
the frame before operating.
 Keep fingers and arms away from rotating parts when mechanisms are moving.
 Operating this lift with any part of the body in the frame can result in injury. Stand clear
of the lift frame before operating.
 The lift is for indoor use only. Only operate the lift on a flat surface.
 DO NOT use the lift near an open flame or an extreme heat source.
 This lift is not intended for use in high moisture areas (e.g. showers, pool therapy), or
extreme temperature environments.
 Use only parts, accessories and adapters authorized by the manufacturer.
 DO NOT use the lift with any unintentionally missing or abnormal parts.
 Make sure all cords are properly positioned before operating the lift. Failure to do so
could result in electrical shock and serious injury.
 Never work on a lift while it is plugged into an electrical outlet.
 DO NOT use the lift if the power cord is cut, frayed or loosely connected to the lift.
 The lift is an electrically powered mechanism. Electrical hazard may occur if the lift is
plugged into inadequate power supply. Make sure the lift is plugged into a 115V
grounded outlet to charge the batteries.
 Never let fingers or other body parts come between moving parts when operating the lift.
Doing so may cause a pinch or crush type injury.
 Follow the instructions for the cloth sling usage to avoid a fall or injury to the patient
and/or care provider.
 The sling should be inspected on a regular basis. Frayed or worn slings can fail and
result in injury to the patient and/or care provider. Worn slings should be immediately
removed from service and replaced.
 There are numerous styles of slings with various functions available in the marketplace
today. The functions of other slings may or may not be suitable for this specific patient
lift. Follow the sling’s manufacturer’s warnings and usage recommendations to avoid a
fall or injury to the patient and/or care provider.
Proper Use of the Lift
 Reaching or leaning affects the patient’s center of balance. Follow the instructions for
patients reaching or leaning from the lift to avoid a fall or injury to the patient and/or care
provider.
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Follow the instructions for transferring patients to avoid a fall or injury to the patient
and/or care provider.
Features
 Follow the instructions for the sling attachment to avoid a fall or injury to the patient
and/or care provider.
 Follow the instructions for the weight adjustment slider to avoid a fall or injury to the
patient and/or care provider.
 DO NOT stand beneath the patient or lift arm when using the emergency release. Doing
so could result in a fall or injury to the patient and/or care provider.
 The digital scale is intended to obtain patient weight during transfer (i.e. bed to chair).
The scale is not intended for use during patient transport and should be removed at that
time.
 Follow the instructions for the digital scale to avoid a fall or injury to the patient and/or
care provider.
Safety Tips
 The lift is to be used in accordance with each facility’s policies and procedures.
 Electric shock may occur when plugging the lift into the wall outlet. Use ONLY
grounded or hospital grade outlets.
 DO NOT use the lift if the power cord is cut, frayed or loosely connected to the lift.
 During transport, use caution so the lift does not tip or overbalance. Failure to do so
could result in patient and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other
property.
 The lift needs to be stored, transported and operated in a temperature range of -5°C to
45°C (23°F to 113°F).
 DO NOT expose the lift to humidity greater than 95%.
Cleaning Instructions
 Before cleaning the lift, be sure to disconnect it from the wall outlet (power source).
Failure to do so could result in electrical shock and could result in patient and/or user
injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Maintenance
 The lift requires regular maintenance to uphold performance and avoid premature wear,
damage and injury.
 Never dispose of batteries in a fire because they may explode.
 Many of the screws and bolts used in the lift are special high-strength fasteners. Contact
an authorized Sizewise technician to assist if finding the correct fasteners. If improper
fasteners are used, they could result in patient and/or user injury as well as damage to
equipment or other property.
 The lift needs to be stored, transported and operated in a temperature range of -5°C to
45°C (23°F to 113°F).
 DO NOT expose the lift to humidity greater than 95%.
Troubleshooting
 Only authorized personnel should engage in the troubleshooting process.
Troubleshooting by unauthorized persons could result in personal injury or equipment
damage.
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Device Information
Description of the SW Bari Lift & Transfer™
The SW Bari Lift & Transfer™ is a traditional style, portable lift constructed of heavy-duty steel.
The easy rolling, swivel casters allow for positioning the lift into various locations. The lift is
operated by a four-button hand control and a linear driven actuator that is virtually silent. For
added safety, the emergency release allows the patient to be lowered when battery power is
interrupted. By the simple touch of a button, the base width adjusts automatically for stability.
The lift is battery powered with an internal charger. The maximum working load varies
depending upon the sling that is being used and its weight capacity (see table of contents:
specifications section). The weight capacity can be adjusted between 750 lbs.(340 kg)(Large
Sling) and 1,000 lbs.(453 kg)(Extra Large Sling) by moving the weight adjustment slider. The
weight adjustment slider should be adjusted to the same weight capacity of the specific sling
being used.

Weight Adjustment Slider
(Clevis Assembly)
Optional Scale

Lift Arm
Linear Actuator

Spreader Bar

Hand Control
Sling

Battery
Control Box

Front Bumpers

Lift
Base
r

Casters

Lift Mast

Rear Bumpers
Casters
Foot Plate
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Specifications
Base Width ............................................................................. 29.5”-53” / 75 cm - 134.5 cm
Base Length ................................................................................................... 61.5” / 156 cm
Base Height ...................................................................................................... 4.75” / 12 cm
Lift Height ................................................................................. 34”-75” / 86 cm – 190.5 cm
Caster Size ........................................................................................................... 3” / 7.5 cm
Operating Voltage ..................................................................................................... 24VDC
Battery ...................................................................................................................... 24V Gel
Charger Input ............................................................................................................ 115 AC
Charging Time ................................................................................................. Min. 4 Hours
Weight of Lift ........................................................................................................... 212 lbs.
Shipping Weight ..................................... 2 Boxes- 113 lbs. / 51.5 kg and 131 lbs. / 59.5 kg
Weight Capacities: Large Sling ........................................................ 450-750lbs/204-340kg
Extra Large Sling……………..……………….600-1000lbs/272-453kg
WARNING: Exceeding the weight capacity and/or working load listed in the
specifications could result in patient or user injury as well as damage to equipment
or other property.
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Unpacking and Set-Up Instructions
Unpacking/Parts Breakdown
Inspect for any signs of freight damage. If obvious damage is detected, contact the freight
company and file a damage complaint. It may be necessary to take pictures of the damage.
After visual inspection make sure all of the proper components have been received.
Items enclosed in the boxes:
Lift Arm
Lift Mast
Lift Base
Actuator
Hand Control
Spreader Bar
Battery
Control Box
Battery Charger Cord
Sling
Sling Chains (depends on type of sling)
Sling Bars (depends on type of sling)
Tools required for assembly:
5mm (1/4”)Allen
Wrench (Hex
Wrench)
13mm (5/16”)
Wrench
9/16” Wrench
3/4” Wrench
DO NOT discard any packing material until all components are accounted for and are in good
condition.
WARNING: Failure to follow the set-up
instructions could result in patient or user
injury as well as damage to equipment or
other property.

Lift Set-Up
1. Remove all packing wrap from the lift base.
Remove the two bolts, washer and nuts from the
base.
Insert lift mast into position securing with the two
bolts supplied. Place washer and nut on the end
of the bolt and tighten using a 3/4” wrench and
5/16” Allen Wrench
9

2. Remove the bolt at the top of the lift mast. Place
the lift arm in place. Be sure when placing the
bolt through to place the smaller washer on the
outside of the mast, then the larger washers next
to the arm. Secure the nut with 9/16” wrench and
¼” Allen wrench, then tighten acorn nut. Lift arm
should move freely up and down.
Small
Washer
Nut
Acorn
Nut

Large
Washer

Large
Washer
Small
Washer
Bolt

3. Attach the bottom of the actuator first using a 5mm
Allen wrench and 1/2” wrench.
4. Using the 5mm Allen wrench and 13mm wrench,
attach the top of the actuator.

5. Using the 3mm Allen wrench, attach the control box to
the lift mast. The battery snaps into place by placing the
bottom into the lower half of the control box. Then snap
the top into place.
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6. Looking at the bottom of the control box,
starting at the left, plug in the hand control
cord, next plug in the arm actuator cord
and then base (black cord) actuator cord.
The cord that plugs into the wall is used to
charge the battery, plug it in above the
other outlets as indicated.

Battery
Charger Cord
Hand Control

Arm
Actuator

Base
Actuator

7. After assembly is complete, articulate the lift to check all
functions are performing properly. To operate lift, turn battery
ON by pressing the red button. Press the red button again to
turn the battery OFF.
NOTE: The lift will not operate if plugged into 115V power
source.
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Operating Instructions
Hand Control
These instructions are for the general
functions of the lift; any special or unique
functions will be referenced to in different
sections of this manual.
The hand control has four functions:
1. Raises Lift Arm
2. Lowers Lift Arm
3. Widens Lift Base
4. Retracts Lift Base

Raise Arm
Lower
Arm
Widen Base
Retract
Base

NOTE: The cord should be plugged into the
base of the battery. The lift will not operate
when plugged into a wall outlet.

Operation of Lift
WARNING: Failure to heed the warnings pertaining to the operation of the lift
could result in patient and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other
property.
Never work under the lift while it is in operation.
Casters will move/roll when the lift is articulating into various positions. Stand
clear of the frame before operating.
Keep fingers and arms away from rotating parts when mechanisms are moving.
Operating this lift with any part of the body in the frame can result in injury.
Stand clear of the lift frame before operating.
The lift is for indoor use only. Only operate the lift on a flat surface.
DO NOT use the lift near an open flame or an extreme heat source.
This lift is not intended for use in high moisture areas (e.g. showers, pool
therapy), or extreme temperature environments.
Use only parts, accessories and adapters authorized by the manufacturer.
DO NOT use the lift with any missing or abnormal parts.
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WARNING: Make sure all cords are properly positioned before operating the
lift. Failure to do so could result in electrical shock and serious injury.
Never work on a lift while it is plugged into an power source.
DO NOT use the lift if the power cord is cut, frayed or loosely connected to the
lift.
The lift is an electrically powered mechanism. Electrical hazard may occur if the
lift is plugged into inadequate power supply. Make sure the lift is plugged into a
115V grounded outlet to charge the batteries.
HAZARD: Never let fingers or other body parts come between moving parts
when operating the lift. Doing so may cause a pinch or crush type injury.

Cloth Sling Usage
WARNING: Follow the instructions for the cloth sling usage to avoid a fall or
injury to the patient and/or care provider.
The sling should be inspected prior to use. Frayed or worn slings can fail and
result in injury to the patient and/or care provider. Worn slings should be
immediately removed from service and replaced.
There are numerous styles of slings with various functions available in the
marketplace today. The functions of other slings may or may not be suitable for
this specific patient lift. Follow the sling’s manufacturer’s warnings and usage
recommendations to avoid a fall or injury to the patient and/or care provider.
NOTE: The indicated slings (see table of contents: specifications section) have been tested and
approved for safe use with the SW Bari Lift & Transfer™ and are designed for bariatric
individuals. These slings are not intended for use on non-bariatric individuals. See the table of
contents: specifications section as per the recommended weight capacities for the large and extra
large slings offered.
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Placing the Patient in the Sling
1. Fold sling in half lengthwise.
2. Roll the patient away from the care
provider.
3. Place the folded sling along the length
of the patient as close to the back as
possible with the lower edge of the sling
slightly below the knees.
4. Roll the patient back toward the care
provider and fully open the sling.
5. Roll the patient back so he or she is centered along
the length of the sling.
6. Center the lift over the patient by rolling the base
underneath the bed. Using the hand control widen
the base of the lift for maximum stability.
7. Using the hand control, lower the spreader bar
down to the patient.
8. Attach the straps from the sling onto the spreader
bar.
NOTE: The straps are color coded. This is to help
ensure that they are hooked to the same position on
either side of the spreader bar.
9. When you push the up button, check to ensure the patient is seated correctly and is not
pitching forward. If the patient is pitching forward, return to starting position to adjust.
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Proper Use of the Lift
Positioning the Lift
Position the lift over the bed with the center of the spreader bar
over the mid-section of the person to be transferred.
Using the hand control, widen the base for stability, and then lower
the spreader bar to the
person being transferred.
Hook the chains onto the
sling, then onto the spreader
bar

Widen
Base

Retract
Base

Raise the patient using the
hand control. Always move
the lift with caution when
the patient is in the lift.

Reaching or Leaning
WARNING: Reaching or leaning affects the patient’s center of balance. Follow
the instructions for patients reaching or leaning from the lift to avoid a fall or
injury to the patient and/or care provider.
Have the patient avoid reaching or leaning over the side of the lift.

Transfers
WARNING: Follow the instructions for transferring patients to avoid a fall or
injury to the patient and/or care provider.
Transfers require good balance and agility and are very dangerous. The care provider should
learn how to position the body and support himself or herself during a patient transfer.
The care provider should work with the patient’s doctor, nurse or therapist to learn safe transfer
methods.
Transfers should never be performed alone.
Position the lift at an elevation comfortable to the patient and/or care provider.
Make sure the equipment the patient is being transferred to is stable and will not slide away from
the patient and/or care provider during the transfer.
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Features
Sling Attachment
WARNING: Follow the instructions for the sling
attachment to avoid a fall or injury to the patient
and/or care provider.
For Spreader Bar Style:
Remove the hairpin from the Clevis Pin and remove the pin. Place
the spreader bar in the Clevis opening so the Clevis Pin can pass
through the hold in the center of the spreader bar then replace the
hairpin.

Shown with optional scale.

Weight Adjustment Slider
WARNING: Follow the instructions for the weight adjustment slider to avoid a
fall or injury to the patient and/or care provider.
To change the weight capacity, loosen the black knob. Move the slider clamp to desired weight
capacity. Tighten knob when the slider clamp is in place.
Black Knob

Slider Clamp

750 lb. (340 kg) Weight Capacity

Black Knob

Slider Clamp

1000 lb. (453 kg) Weight Capacity
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Battery
To operate lift, turn the battery ON by twisting the red button until it
pops out. Press the red button again to turn the battery OFF.
This lift runs off a 24V Gel battery. To charge the battery, plug the lift
into 115V outlet with the cord supplied. The cord should be plugged
into the bottom of the control box.
NOTE: The lift will not operate when plugged into 115V power
source.

Looking at the bottom of the control box, starting at
the left, plug in the hand control cord, next plug in
the arm actuator cord and then base actuator cord
(black cord).
The cord that plugs into the wall is used to charge
the battery, plug it in above the others as indicated.

Battery
Charger Cord
Hand Control

Arm
Actuator

Base
Actuator

Emergency Lower Release
WARNING: DO NOT stand beneath the patient
or lift arm when using the emergency release.
Doing so could result in a fall or injury to the
patient and/or care provider.
The lift has an lower release in the event of an emergency.
Locate the red clip on the base of the actuator rod and slide it up
to activate the emergency release.
NOTE: To prevent damage to equipment when releasing, allow
arms to come to a complete stop without interruption. Failure to
do so may cause damage to the actuator.
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Digital Scale (if equipped)
WARNING: The digital scale is intended to obtain patient weight during transfer
(i.e. bed to chair). The scale is not intended for use during patient transport and
should be removed at that time.
Follow the instructions for the digital scale to avoid a fall or injury to the patient
and/or care provider.
The scale is a compact precision scale system designed specifically for use with the Bari Lift &
Transfer™ System.
Completely self-contained, the scale combines the latest in precision strain gauge technology and
microprocessor signal conditioning to provide stable, accurate and repeatable weight data with a
calibrated accuracy of 0.1%.
One Button Auto-Zero Electronics makes obtaining patient weight quick and easy.
The scale derives its power from a single 9V lithium battery which will provide up to 3000
weight readings.
To assemble onto lift:
1. Assemble scale onto lift as diagramed.
Lift

NOTE: Ensure all hardware is properly secured and in
good condition before use.
2. Attach the swivel bar to the bottom of the scale system
using the pin and clip as shown in the picture, then
attach the selected sling.

Pin
Scale
Pin

Spreader
Bar
To operate scale:
1. Attach the scale system as described in the installation instructions. Make sure the unit is
properly installed and all hardware is secure.
2. With the sling in place, press the “ZERO” button to set the system to zero. The digit “0”
will pan across the display for a few seconds then the display will read “0.0”.
3. Press the “Kg/Lb” button to choose display modes.
4. Remove the sling, position the patient into the sling, and then reattach to the swivel bar.
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5. Carefully lift the patient. When the motion has stabilized, press the “OPERATE” button
to display the weight data.
NOTE: The display will automatically turn itself OFF after approximately 60 seconds to
conserve battery power. If the display turns OFF before you are able to view the weight
data, press the “OPERATE” button once again.
6. Carefully lower the patient after reading weight.
NOTE: Always re-zero the scale system before weighing (see step 2).
DO NOT use the scale for patient transport. Remove scale from lift before
transferring a patient
System specifications:
Weight Range:
453 kg / 1000 lbs.
Display Resolution: 0.1 kg / 01 lbs.
Accuracy:
0.1% +/- 1 digit of reading
Display Type:
Liquid Crystal
Size:
3” x 3” x 4”
Weight:
1 Pound / .45 kg
Power Supply:
9V Lithium Battery
Battery Life:
Approximately 3000 Readings
Battery replacement:
The scale is powered by a single 9V battery. The battery should provide approximately 3000
readings before needing replacement.
NOTE: The load cell contains no user serviceable components and should be serviced by
authorized personnel only. Any unauthorized tampering will void the warranty.
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Serial Number Location
The lift has a manufacturer serial number, and a Sizewise Rentals LLC serial number. The serial
numbers are located on the manufacturer label on the lift mast next to the control box.
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Safety Tips
General Safety
WARNING: The lift is to be used in accordance with each facility’s policies and
procedures.
WARNING: Electric shock may occur when plugging the lift into the wall
outlet. Use ONLY grounded or hospital grade outlets.
DO NOT use the lift if the power cord is cut, frayed or loosely connected to the
lift.

Transport
WARNING: During transport, use caution so the lift does not tip or overbalance.
Failure to do so could result in patient and/or user injury as well as damage to
equipment or other property.
CAUTION: The lift needs to be stored, transported and operated in a
temperature range of -5°C to 45°C (23°F to 113°F).
DO NOT expose the lift to humidity greater than 95%.
Generally, as the load increases, the risk of instability goes up.
For inclines or thresholds, approach them moving forward or backwards, rather than sideways.
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Cleaning Instructions
WARNING: Before cleaning the lift, be sure to disconnect it from the wall outlet
(power source). Failure to do so could result in electrical shock and could result
in patient and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
To minimize the negative impact of cleaning agents:
 Contact time must be monitored and kept to the required time identified on the
manufacturer’s instructions.
 All cleaning solutions must be diluted in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
Recommended EPA Registered Disinfectants:
Wex-Cide 128 (Wexford Labs), EPA Reg. #34810-31
Equipment must be disinfected using an EPA registered, hospital-grade disinfectant, according to
the manufacturer’s recommendations for use.
Recommended Stain Remover(s):
Stain Away (ABC Compounding)
This stain remover is effective in removing most difficult stains and is intended to be used in its
original concentration.
Clostridium difficile (C. diff) Prevention:
Clorox Germicidal Wipes (Clorox Professional Products Company), EPA Reg. #67619-12
These pre-moistened wipes meet the CDC’s recommendations for Clostridium difficile (C.diff)
bacteria, after the manufacturer’s recommended “wet contact time”.
1. Perform hand hygiene using soap and warm water, or hand sanitizer, and then put on
disposable gloves and eye protection.
2. Use wipes to wipe the frame, hand controls and cords, making sure to wipe between the
components.
3. Change wipes often to ensure that surfaces remain wet with disinfectant for the
manufacturer’s required contact time. Used wipes are to be discarded in the trash.
4. Remove disposable gloves and discard in the trash; perform hand hygiene using soap and
warm water, or hand sanitizer, and then remove eye protection.
To reduce the discoloration of fabrics and degradation of the cloth sling, surfaces must be
thoroughly rinsed with clean, fresh water to remove chemical residues immediately after the
manufacturer’s recommended “wet contact time” has been reached. The use of bleach-based
solutions must be avoided whenever possible.
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General Patient Room Cleaning/Disinfecting
Personal Protective Equipment should always be used as directed by the Safety Data Sheet for
the disinfectant.
Prepare the disinfectant according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Prepare a separate bucket of warm, fresh water to be used for rinsing the equipment after
cleaning/disinfecting procedures are completed as instructed.
Raise all lift functions to the highest position for easy access to all surfaces.
Disconnect the lift from all electrical power to avoid electrical shock.
All lift frame surfaces are to be wiped using a coarse cloth, dampened with the disinfectant
solution, prepared as directed by the manufacturer’s recommendations, to remove organic
material and visible soil.
When cleaning components, such as hand controls and areas where there are electrical
connections and components, avoid excessive moisture to prevent damage.
Allow all lift surfaces to remain wet with disinfectant solution for the manufacturer’s
recommended contact time.
Rinse all surfaces with a clean cloth dampened with fresh water to remove chemical and organic
residue.
After cleaning, all surfaces are to be wiped with a clean, dry cloth to remove any moisture or
residue.
NOTE: Additional cleaning may be completed, as desired, with a mild soap solution and/or
household cleaning products. Avoid using harsh chemicals, such as acetone or paint thinner, as
they will damage the finish of the paint.
Steam Cleaning
This product may be steam cleaned to eliminate bacteria, if desired. When applying steam, avoid
areas such as electrical connections and components including scale meters, scale system
components, hand controls that may be damaged by being exposed to excessive moisture and/or
heat.
Rinse all surfaces with a clean cloth dampened with fresh water to remove chemical and organic
residue.
After cleaning, all surfaces are to be wiped with a clean, dry cloth to remove any moisture or
residue.
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Lift Electronics and Hand Controls
Electronic components (scale, hand control) are to be wiped using a coarse cloth, dampened with
the disinfectant solution, prepared as directed by the manufacturer’s recommendations, to
remove organic material and visible soil.
Avoid excessive moisture to prevent damage.
Allow the electrical components and hand control to remain wet with disinfectant solution for the
manufacturer’s recommended contact time.
Rinse all electrical components with a clean, dry cloth to remove any moisture or residue.

Cloth Sling Laundry Instructions
If additional cleaning is necessary, cloth slings may be removed and laundered using standard
hospital disinfectant/detergent. DO NOT use temperatures in excess of 27°C (80°F).
1. Mild detergent is recommended. DO NOT use bleach-based products.
2. Air dry or cool dryer cycle.
3. DO NOT dry clean.
4. Discard the sling after the 80th wash or within 4 years of the original manufacture date.
The manufacture is located on the sling label.
5. Discontinue use if there are any signs of wear.
Cleaning Blood and Other Excretions:
Blood and other excretions should be wiped up while wet, if possible. These substances are
more difficult to remove once they have dried to surfaces. Dried blood and other excretions are
to be removed using ample disinfectant solution in order to moisten the substance and make it
easier to clean.
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Maintenance
CAUTION: The lift requires regular maintenance to uphold performance and
avoid premature wear, damage and injury.
Check the items on this chart at the indicated intervals. If any of the items are loose, worn, bent
or distorted, immediately have them checked and/or repaired by an authorized Sizewise
Technician. Frequent maintenance and servicing will improve performance between each use
and extend lift life. For long term use, the following maintenance chart should be followed:
Three Months
SW Bari Lift & Transfer™
Fasteners
Frame
Casters
Hand Control
Batteries
Power Cords

Six Months

X
X
X
X
X
X

The following is an equipment safety checklist that can be used with the maintenance chart to
maintain and service this product:
 Verify the lift is NOT plugged into AC power.
 Make sure the lift operates easily and freely and all parts work smoothly.
 Check for excess noise, vibration or a change in ease of use. These may be signs of a
problem such as a need for lubrication, loose fasteners or damage to the lift.
 Verify each function operates fully on the hand control.
 Charge batteries 2-4 hours prior to first use.
 Ensure lift is clean/disinfected and patient ready.
Batteries may take additional maintenance, such as visual inspection every three months. When
inspecting batteries look for any corrosion, leaking or bulging. Batteries should be replaced after
18 months, or sooner, depending on the care and usage.
The battery may require recycling in accordance with local laws. Contact a local recycling
center for proper battery disposal or local regulatory authorities for more information.
WARNING: Never dispose of batteries in a fire because they may explode.

All power cords are fastened in a manner to keep them free from moving or pinching parts. At
any time parts are replaced, all cords must be secured into proper position to prevent damage.
If a problem is detected, make sure to repair or adjust the lift before using it. Contact an
authorized Sizewise technician to help find and correct the problem.
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Fasteners
WARNING: Many of the screws and bolts used in the lift are special highstrength fasteners. Contact an authorized Sizewise technician to assist if finding
the correct fasteners. If improper fasteners are used, they could result in patient
and/or user injury as well as damage to equipment or other property.
Improper fasteners may fail. Use only screws and bolts provided by an authorized Sizewise
representative.
If screws or bolts become loose, tighten them immediately.
If a problem is detected, make sure to repair or adjust the lift before using it.

Storage and Disposal
The lift should be stored in a dry location so that the components DO NOT become
contaminated with moisture. If the lift is stored for any period of time, make sure it is adjusted
properly and that all components are in working order before using the lift.
CAUTION: The lift needs to be stored, transported and operated in a temperature
range of -5°C to 45°C (23°F to 113°F).
DO NOT expose the lift to humidity greater than 95%.
End-of life Sizewise products must be disposed of properly according to Local, State and Federal
laws and regulations. If your product contains a battery and / or electronics components,
disposal of those components must be completed separate from standard waste disposal. Please
contact Sizewise or your Local, State and Federal authorities for disposal and recycling options.
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Parts and Assembly

Weight Adjustment Slider
(Clevis Assembly)
Optional Scale
Linear Actuator

Spreader Bar

Hand Control
Sling

Battery
Control Box

Front Bumpers
Casters

Rear Bumpers
Casters

Parts List:
Description
Part Number
Optional Scale
27000295
4 point Spreader Bar
37050220
Large Sling
27000289
Lg. Sling w/Commode 27000290
Extra Large Sling
27000291
XL Sling w/Commode 27000292
Casters
27000746
Lift Clevis Pin w/chain 37050000

Qty.
1 each
1 each
1 each
1 each
1 each
1 each
6 each
1 each

Description
Front Bumpers
Spreader Actuator
Rear Bumpers
Battery Pack w/case
Hand Control
Linear Actuator
Control Box
Clevis Assembly

Part Number
27001562
27002570
38000110
27002577
27002564
27002566
27002565
38050010

Qty.
2 each
1 each
2 each
1 each
1 each
1 each
1 each
1 each

NOTE: Lift Clevis Pin with chain is not
included with scale.
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Troubleshooting
CAUTION: Only authorized personnel should engage in the troubleshooting
process. Troubleshooting by unauthorized persons could result in personal injury
or equipment damage.
The lift will not operate (all functions unresponsive):
 Ensure the lift is NOT plugged into a power source.
 Ensure the round red emergency button is NOT depressed.
 Verify the hand control is plugged into the lift.
 Remove the battery and reseat properly to ensure a good connection.
 Plug the lift into a grounded hospital grade outlet. If the color of the LED light located
below the round red emergency button is amber, then allow the lift to charge 4-6 hours
(green light will indicate when the lift is fully charged).
NOTE: If the troubleshooting process does not solve the problem please contact a Sizewise
representative for service.
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Warranty Information
Sizewise Rentals™, LLC (Sizewise) Limited Warranty
Sizewise is dedicated to manufacturing and distributing equipment that provides solutionoriented approaches to exceed the clinical, comfort and safety needs of our customers. Sizewise
is proud to offer to the original purchaser, the following warranties, effective February 20, 2012:
Product
Bari Lift &
Transfer™

Capacity
(Large)
450-750 lbs
(204-340kg)

Frame Warranty
5 yr. on Frames

Parts Warranty
1 yr. on defective
parts/workmanship

Electronics
1 yr.

(Extra Large)
600-1000 lbs.
(272-453 kg)
How to obtain Parts and Service
1. Contact Sizewise Parts and Service at 1-800-814-9389 to speak with a qualified specialist who can
assist with troubleshooting, parts and repairs. The product model and serial identification numbers are
required for service and parts. Parts can be expedited upon request for an additional fee. If on-site
technical service is required, a qualified service representative will be dispatched.
2. If a product or part should be returned to Sizewise, a return authorization number (RA#) will be
issued. The RA# will be valid for 21 days from the date it is issued.
3. If the problem is a result of defective material or workmanship, the product or part will be replaced or
repaired at the discretion of Sizewise, at no charge to the customer.
4. For replacement or repair of a product or part not covered under this warranty, or if warranty is void,
the standard rates will apply. Freight or delivery charges will be billed to the customer.
5. Sizewise products are identified by serial number. Removal of this number may void the warranty.
Limitations and Exclusions
1. Products that have been subject to negligence, abuse, improper storage or handling, improper
operation, unauthorized modifications or damages beyond normal wear and tear, as determined by
Sizewise, are not covered by this warranty.
2. If weight capacity on any such product is exceeded, the warranty will be void. Any unauthorized
repairs to product/part, as well as tampering with any components, will void the warranty.
3. Parts or materials that are subject to normal wear resulting from the use of these products that must be
replaced or repaired are excluded and are not covered by this warranty.
4. SUBJECT TO STATE SPECIFIC LAW, THIS WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTY
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND SHALL NOT EXTEND
BEYOND THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. SIZEWISE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.
5. This warranty applies to the original purchaser only and is non-transferable.
6. Batteries are excluded from the one (1) year warranty.
7. Cleaning upholstery or fabrics with harsh chemicals, or bleach, outside the recommended cleaning
guidelines may void the warranty.
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Manufacturer Disclaimer
General Information
All specifications, equipment and prices are subject to change without notice. Sizewise reserves
the right to make improvements from time to time. Photos and drawings are representative of
the products and may vary slightly from actual production models. Some items photographed in
this user’s manual may include optional equipment. Contact or consult Sizewise to ensure
proper equipment sizes, specifications and options.
Trademarks and Patents
SW Bari Lift & Transfer™ is a registered trademark of Sizewise Rentals LLC.
Copyright
Copyright© 2013 by Sizewise Rentals LLC.
All rights reserved.
No part of the contents of this manual may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without the written permission of Sizewise.
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User Assistance Information
For questions or assistance with this product, contact Sizewise at:
Sizewise
1600 Genessee
Suite 950
Kansas City, Missouri 64102
Phone: 1-800-814-9389
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Sizewise
1600 Genessee
Suite 950
Kansas City, Missouri 64102
Phone: 1-800-814-9389
sizewise.net

Sizewise and Sizewise Rentals are trademarks of Sizewise Rentals, L.L.C. All specifications,
equipment and prices are subject to change without notice. Photos and drawings are
representative of the products and may vary slightly from actual production models.
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